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INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a bounded, smooth, connected domain in RN. We consider both 
the initial value problem 
au 
37 - du =f(#) in ti X (0, +co) 
u(x, l) = 0 on 3GX(O,+m), (1 VP) 
u&-G 0) = u&x) in G 
and the stationary problem 
-du =g(u) in fz, u--O on 2Q tw 
where u0 is some given initial condition and f is a given nonlinearity of class 
c’. 
To explain our results, let us take, to simplify, the case when f is bounded 
on R. We denote by S the set of solutions of (SP) (in C’(s)) and by S, 
(resp. S-, resp. S,) the set of functions u in S such that 
A,(--d -f‘(u)) > 0 (resp. <O, resp. =O) 
where /2,(-d + c(x)) denotes the first eigenvalue of 4 + c(x) acting over 
fw). 
We prove here that we have: 
(9 S+ consists of an at most countable number of isolated points. 
(ii) Every closed connected subset of S, is a totally ordered CL curve. 
(iii) If C is a connected subset of S- then c, the closure of C, is 
contained in S-. And this implies that for every u,, the w-limit set w(uO) 
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(i.e., the set of functions u such that there exists t, -+,, 00 with 
u(-, t,) -So u(a)) is contained either in S,, in S,, or in S-. 
We next define: 
We then prove that we have: 
(i) I, U I,, contains an open dense set. 
(ii) On I+ WI,, of(u@) is a singleton. 
(iii) Ifu,EI-, then thereexists&>O,V+ES+USo,v_ES,US, 
such that, for all co f B(u,, E) = (I] u - uO]/ < EJ (for some norm ]] s ]] 
presented below), we have 
In addition we can identify u + and v.-: for example, v, is the mi~im~m 
element of S above any function of w(z+,). In particular in view of (i), (ii), 
generically in uO, the solution u(x, t) of (IVP) converges as time goes to +oc, 
to a stable solution (in a linearized sense) of (SP). 
This study is, in some sense, the sequel of [ 131, where we studied the case 
when f is convex; and in the study of the (IVP) we will use strongly some 
results of [ 13 J. 
The fact that, on I,, u(z+,) reduces to only one point is related to a recent 
work of J. K. Hale and P. Massalt (lo] (and actually can be deduced from 
]lO] and the description of S, given above). The only global results 
describing the instability of steady-state solutions in S- are given in H. 
Fujita 191, P. L. Lions ]13], and D. Henry [ 11, 12]-let us remark that in 
[9 ] only a very special case is studied, while in D. Henry [ 11, 121 it is 
assumed that not only S, is empty, but that, for all u in S-, the linearized 
operator -A -f’(u) is one to one. Finally, let us mention the related works 
of H. Matano [ 14, 151, N. Chafee [4], N. Chafee and E. Infante [S], W. H. 
Fleming IS], M. Crandall et al. [6], and M. Bertsch et al. [3]. 
In Section I below, we study the sets S, , S- , S, and we prove claims (i), 
(ii), and (iii). In Section II, we give the proofs of the assertions concerning 
the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of (IVP) in the case when f is such 
that the orbits are compact. Finally, in Section III, we give various remarks 
and extensions. Section IV is devoted to various considerations on the 
notions of stable stationary solutions. 
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Remark. The results and proofs given below remain trivially valid if the 
operator --A is replaced by a general self-adjoint operator A 
(with (aij) uniformly elliptic), iff(t) is replaced by a nonlinearity of the form 
f(x, t); and if the Dirichlet boundary condition is replaced by a general 
boundary condition (ensuring the maximum principle) as, for example, 
g + b(x) u = q(x) on X2 
where n is the unit outward normal, b > 0, q~ is given. 
Let us also mention that the results of Section I remain true for a general 
second-order elliptic operator (even if not self-adjoint). 
I. STRUCTURE OF THE SET OF STEADY-STATE SOLUTIONS 
Let fE C’(R), we denote by S the set of solutions u E C’(a) of (SP): 
--Au =f(u) in 0, u E C’@), u =0 on 30. WI 
If we denote by 1,(-d + c(x)) the first eigenvalue of the operator (-A + c) 
on the space HA(O) (for any c E L”O(Q)), then we introduce S, (resp. S , 
resp. S,): 
s, = (u E s, A,(-#4 -f’(u)) > O}, 
sp = {u E s, A,(4 -f’(u)) < O}, 
s, = {u E s, 1,(--d -f’(u)) = 0). 
In the r_esult which follows, the topology is that of the space C,(n) = 
{u E C(O), u = 0 on 3.0). 
THEOREM 1.1. (i) S, consists of a at most countable number of 
isolated points. 
(ii) Every closed connected subset of S, is a totally ordered CL curve 
(for the partial order: u < v, if u(x) < v(x) Vx E 6). 
(iii) If C is a connected subset of S then C c S_ . 
(iv) ForeachuES,zfthesetM+(u)={ziES,tT>u,tTfu)isnot 
empty then it has a minimum element m+(u) and m+(u) E S+ U S,. 
Similarly, if, M_(u) = {u” E S, ti < u, t? f u } # 0, then this set has maximum 
element m-(u) and m_(u) E S, US,. 
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(v) If%? is a convected component of S- such that there exists 91 E g 
with M+(u)+0 (resp. M-(u)#0) then M+(u)# 0 (resp. M+(u)#0) for 
all v E F and m, (resp. m-) is constant on 5F’. 
Remark I. 1. By a simple use of the strong maximum principle (and of 
Hopf maximum principle) we have 
m+(u)> u>m-(u) in J2, ~(m+(u))<~~$$ON on X2. (1) 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 1.1, we mention first an easy 
application of Theorem I. 1 and state a result ensuring that M+(U) or M-(U) 
are not empty. 
COROLLARY I. 1. Let C be a closed connected subset of S then either 
CcS,, CcS-, or CcS,. 
Proof. If C i7 S, f: 0 then because of (i) we have obviously 
c= {U}‘S+. 
On the other hand, if C f7 S- # 0, then by the preceding argument we have 
necessarily C n S, = 0. Thus 
c=(CnS~)u(CnS,), (CnS-)n(CnS,)=0. 
But in view of (iii), C i? S_ is closed since C fl S _ c K . On the other 
hand, C and S, being closed, C n S, is closed. Now, since C is connected 
this implies C fi S or C n S, is empty; and since we assumed C n S _ f 0, 
we conclude CnS,=0 or CcrS~. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let u E S-. 
(i) Then M+(u) is not empty if and on& if there exists w E C”(6) 
such that 
-Aw &f(w) in i2, w al.4 in a, w&u. (21 
(ii) Similarly, M-(u) is not empty g and only if there exists 
w E C’(c) such that 
-Aw <f(w) in f2, w<u in r;5, wfu. (3) 
The proof of Proposition I.1 will be given below, together with the proof 
of (iv). 
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Remark 1.2. Iff(t) satisfies 
G-i f(t) t-’ < A, =&(-A) 
f++CD (4) 
then M+(u) is not empty for all u E S- . Indeed let ,U be such that 
7 
hm j”(t)r-’ <,f.f <A,; t-++Q3 
we have for some C > 0 
f(t) ,<Ert + c for all t > 0. 
Next, let wA be the solution of 
-Aw, -,uw, = IEC in $2, WA f C”(iq, w,% =0 on LX! 
with I > 1. 
For 1 large, we have wA > u in J2; and since we have 
--dw, =pw1+ CA >.uw, + c >f(wjJ in fl, 
we conclude by a simple application of Proposition I. 1. Similarly, if f(t) 
satisfies 
lim f(t) t-’ < A, 
t+-cc (=~,(-A)), (5) 
then M-(u) is not empty for all u E S-. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem I. 1. 
Proof of (i). Since, by definition, for every u E S, the linearized 
operator (--A -f ‘(2.4)) is one to one, u is an isolated point in S. In addition, 
in view of the equation (SP) and the Schauder estimates the set {u E S, 
Ilull cca, < R) is compact for every R < +co. These two facts prove (i). 
Proof of (ii). We first prove that if C is a closed connected subset of S, 
then C is totally ordered. Of course, we may assume that C contains more 
than one point; in this case each point u of C is an accumulation point, that 
is, 
Then we have 
1 
-A@, - 24) =((f(u~) -f{u))(~~ - u)-‘}(u, - u) in f2 
U” - 24 EC’(fi), u,-u=O on LM2, u, - u f 0; 
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where (f(u,) -f(u>)(u, - u)-’ = c,(x) =f’(u(x)) if u,(x) = U(X). Thus 0 is 
some eigenvalue of the operators (-4 -c,) and since c, converges 
(uniformly to c(x) =f’(u(x))), we deduce 
A,(4 -c,)=O for n large enough; 
but this implies ZII(U, - u) > 0 in fin. Thus, we have shown that 
vu E c, 3c > 0, VUEC~~U-U~~<E~;I, -A- 
( 
.mJ~ -f(u) = o 
V-U 1 * 
Next, we define the map from C X C into R: 
It is clear that A is continuous, therefore the set (?=A -‘(O) is closed. But 
on the other hand one can prove in the same way as above that if A(@, v) = 0 
then:3&)O,V’tl,~ICC/Iu”--~I+/Id-~/I<&~(i(~,~)=O.(IndeedOisan 
eigenvaiue of (--A - (f(G) -f(G))(ii- u”)-‘} and as E goes to 0, (f(G) - 
f(u”))(v’- G)-’ converges to (‘J(V) -f(u))(u - u)-‘; since A@, v) = 0, this 
implies A (U; ~7) = 0 for E small enough.) This shows that A ~ ’ { 0} = e is also 
open (for the relative topology on C x C) but since C X C is connected and 
since A(u, U) = A,(-A -f’(u)) = 0 (Cc S,) we deduce c” = C x C, or in 
other words, 
Ait-A - Mu> -f(u>>(u - u>-‘I= 0, vu, u E c. 
Since we have, for all u, u E C, 
i 
-A(u -u) = {(f(u) -f(u))(u - u)-‘}(u - u) in J2 
u - u E C”(Gn>, u-v=0 on X2, 
we proved that if U, u E C, u # u then necessarily we have either 
u > v in a, 
au au 
zcg on X2 
or 
au au 
U<U in L!, an>an on a-R; 
that is, C is totally ordered. 
505/53/3-6 
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We now prove that C is a C’ curve: without loss of generality we may 
assume that C contains more than one point. Then we introduce, for all 
21 E c, 
t(v) = !, v(x) dx. 
This defines a continuous map from C into R: its range is some interval 
(to, ti) (if C has a maximum element, we take (t,, ti] and if C has a 
minimum element, we take [t,, ti)). Since C is totally ordered, it is clear that 
t(v) = t(u’) G+ u = u’. 
Thus the map from C into Z (U E-+ r(u)) is continuous and one to one. In 
addition since C is totally ordered, we have t(u) > I(v’) * u > u’ in OR. We 
may now define a parametrization of C: Z 3 I ti ut, where ot is given by the 
solution of t(vJ = t. It is very easy to check that U, is continuous for t E I. 
We now prove that the map (t F+” ul) is C’ on Z and that V’(t) = w,, 
where wt is the normalized first eigenfunction of 
-;clwt =f’(u,) w, in L?, WI E C’(fi) 
I 
(6) 
wt > 0 in 8, wt=O on X2, w,(x) dx = 1. 
.n 
Since the continuity of w, with respect o t is a standard consequence on the 
continuity off’(v,), we will only prove that (l/h)( V(t + h) - V(t)) +h +D+ w,. 
But we have 
and 
j-+tvt+h - u,)(x) dx = 1. (8) 
If we denote by PV: = (l/h)(t’l+h - vt). In view of (7) and (8), we have 
II 4IlL’w~ G (2. II -~4llrw, G c (for some C ind. of h). 
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From well-known regularity results, this implies 
II w: IILP~O~ G c, for all 1 <p < N/(N- 2) (<co ifN= 1,2); 
but this implies, using (7), ]I -dw: lILP(dj < C, for all 1 <P < N/(N - 2), and 
by a straightforward bootstrap argument and by Schauder estimates we 
obtain 
II 4 Ilcwm G c (VO < a < 1). 
Thus taking if necessary a subsequence, w: +c2(DJ w, solution of (6). 
Remark 1.3. It is easy to deduce from the above proof that the curve C 
has the same regularity as f (if frZ Ck, then C is of class Ck, for all 
l<k<co). 
Proof of (iii). Let C be a connected subset of S_ , we may assume 
without loss of generality that C contains more than one point. Let (u,) be a 
converging sequence in C, U, -+n u. It is clear that u E S _ U S, . Suppose that 
u E S, and let us try to obtain a contradiction. 
Each u, is an accumulation point in C, thus there exists uf E C such that 
u::+,u,, q/u,, 
I 
-4c - %I> = i(f@c) -f(%J)(u:: - u,>-‘Ku:: - &I) in J2 
c -u,EC*(fi), ur-~~$0, u;-u,=O on aR. 
Therefore 0 is some eigenvalue of the operator (-d - CT), where cy = 
((f(ur) -f(u,))(ur - 24,)-l}. Since cr converges, as m goes to infinity, to 
c, =f’(u,), we deduce that 0 is an eigenvalue of (-d -f ‘(u,)). Now, since 
U, +n u and thus f ‘(u,) -,f ‘(u) and since A,(--d -f’(u)) = 0, this would 
imply that for II large, 1,(-d -f ‘(u,)) = 0, and this contradicts the 
assumption u, E C c S- . The contradiction proves (iii). 
Remark 1.4. We proved in fact that if U, E S- and u, is some 
accumulation point in S, then all limit points of the sequence (u,), lie in S . 
Proof of (iv) and of Proposition 1.1. We will only prove the assertions 
concerning m, , M, . We first remark that if M+(u) is not empty then any G 
in M+(u) satisfies (2). Thus it remains to prove that if there exists w 
satisfying (2), then there exists a minimum element in S above U. We will 
prove that this minimum element m+(u) belongs to S, U S,. 
To prove the existence of a minimum solution in S above u, we will adapt 
some general results of H. Amann [ 1, 21. Since u E S- , there exists 1, < 0 
and v, E C’(D) such that 
I 
-Au, =f ‘(u) 21, + A,v, in 0, VI E C’(D) 
v,>O in8, v,=O on al2. 
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Thus for E small enough (0 < E < EJ 
-d(u + w,) =f(u) +f’(u) ml + dlul in 0 
&f(u + 6% *1, in Q. 
On the other hand, if w satisfies (2), from the strong maximum principle we 
deduce 
w(x) > u(x) in 0, $f <$ on LX2. 
Therefore for E small enough (0 < E < E& 
u+wl<w in R, -f$<$(u+m,) on XL 
Hence we obtained, for 0 < E < s0 = min(s, , EJ, 
-d(u + EUl) <f(u + EU I), U+EV,<W in SJ. 
We will denote by K a positive constant such that 
f'(t)+Kt > 0, for t E [-II 24 ILw 7 +II wllccd 
And we introduce the standard iterative method (0 < E < so): 
U,E=U+&U, 
-Au;+, +Ku,E+, =f(u;) +Ku," in LJ 
u,E+, E C’(D), u,E+, = 0 on f32. 
It is then obvious to show that 
I u<u,E<u~<~~~<u~<u~+,<~~~<w in R u,E+zPES in C’(D), n 
and in addition u,” < ui’ Vn > 1, VO < E Q E’ < E, and thus u”< u”. Hence, as 
E goes to 0, uE converges in C’@) to r.ZE S. 
We now prove that for all E > 0, ueE S, US,, thus u’E S, US, and we 
will deduce that U’S u’ for E small enough. 
Indeed we have 
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and u’-- u,“+, > 0 in M, uE-- u,“+i E C’(fi), u&- u,“+i = 0 on 2X2. This 
implies 
where 
Next, as n goes to co, c,“+i +Lf’(uE) and thus uCE S, US,,. Hence 
~ES+US,,~~uu,u~~u”uUEinD. 
But the maximum principle shows that 
u(x) < u”(x) in 0, 
au au 
an>an on 8.Q 
and therefore we have, for E small enough, u + EU, < ii in 0, and this yields 
u,” < u’, u”< G, and uE z u” for E small enough. 
Now for any GE S such that U 2 u, U & u; we obtain from the strong and 
Hopf maximum principle: 
and therefore for F small enough u + EV, < ~2 in Q. This implies u,” < ii, Vn 
and since u,” -+, u’ we deduce u’< K This shows that G is the minimum 
element of S above u. We will denote it by m+(u); and we already showed 
that m+(u) E S, US,. 
Remark IS. Other arguments for the existence of m+(u) can be given 
but we prefer the above one since it yields a constructive xistence proof. 
Proof of (v). Again we will only prove the assertions concerning m, , 
M,. Let C be a connected component of S- and suppose there exists ug 
with M+(u,) # 0. Let C’ be the connected component of the set {u” E S , 
M+(zi) # 0} containing u,,. We first show that C’ is open (for the relative 
topology): indeed if u E C’, m+(u) satisfies 
m+(u) > u in J.2, 
au a 
z > &m+(U)) on 50 
Therefore for u E S, u near u, we still have u < m+(u) in fi, thus M+(V) # 0 
and this shows that C’ is open. 
We next show that m, is continuous on C’: let u, E C’, u, -+,, u, and 
u E C’; let us prove that m+(u,) -+R m+(u). We first remark that for n large 
enough, as we proved above, we have u, < m+(u) in an. Thus u, Q m + (u,) < 
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EZ+ (u) in a, for n large enough. This proves in particular that m, (u,J is 
bounded in La(O), and using the equation (SP) and regularity estimates we 
deduce that m+(u,) is bounded in C’*“(b) (VO < o < 1). Now (taking if 
necessary a subsequence) m+(~,,) converges in C”(s) to ziE S, U S, and 
u < J< m+(u). 
Since zi = S, U S,, u’ f u and thus from the definition of m, (u) this 
shows that ZZ = m+(u). This proves the continuity of m, on C’. 
We now prove that m, is constant on C’ and thus 
Indeed, m+(C’) is a connected set ~23, US,. But because of (i), if 
m+(C’)~S+#0thenm+(C’)=(m+(u,))cS+.Andifm+(C’)~S+=0, 
we then have m, (C’) c S,; and from (ii), we deduce that m, (C’) is totally 
ordered. This will enable us to show that m, is locally constant and this 
concludes the proof since m, is continuous and C’ is connected. Let u E C’; 
if m, is not constant in a relative neighborhood of U, then there exists 
v,E C’, u,+,u, and m+(u,)~m+(u). Since m+(u,) and m+(v) can be 
compared we have either 
m+(u,> < m+(v) in B 
or 
m+(b) > m+k) in L2. 
If the first case happens for 1~ large enough, recalling that m + (u,) --t,, m+(u), 
we should have u < m, (u,) in Q. And this contradicts the definition of 
m+ W 
Now, if the second case happens for n large enough, recalling that 
U, -tn v < m+(v) in $2 (and au/an > (i?/&z)(m+(v)) on aa), this would imply 
v, < m+(v) < m + (u,) in Q. And this contradicts the definition m + (u,). Thus 
m+ is locally constant in C’ and this shows that m, is constant on 
C’ :m+(~)=m+(~~), VuEC’. 
We may now conclude by proving that C’ is closed (for the relative 
topology) and since C is connected, this will show that C = C’. Therefore let 
U, E C’, u, -,, uGC. We have just proved 
Thus u < m+(u,) E S, US,, and u f m+(u,). This shows that M+(u) # 0 
and that u E C’. 
Remark 1.6. We would like to point out that because of the local 
compactness of S, Theorem 1.1 is still valid (with the same proof) for the 
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topology of any space like WHYS, C#?), Ci(fi+where we denote by X0 
the subspace of any functional space X of functions vanishing on a.Q-. 
Remark I.7. As was mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 1.1 and its 
proof are still valid for any uniformly elliptic second-order operator instead 
of 4, for general nonlinearities f(x. t) instead of f(x), and for general 
boundary conditions (satisfying the maximum principle). 
repark 1.8. The proof of (ii) actually shows that if u E S, then there 
existss>OsuchthatifuES,~~u-u~/<cthenu>uorv<~infi. 
II. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR FOR QUASI-BOUNDED NONLINEARITIES 
We consider now the (IVP) 
au 
1, 
,--du=f(u) in flx(O,+co), u E w2) n C(Q) 
WP) 
u(x,t)=O on fJKJX(O,+co), u(x, 0) = uo(x) in fi 
where Q = B x (0, +co), and U, is some given initial condition in the space 
X= Wi*m(J2) (for example). 
We will assume that f(EC’(R)) satisfies 
-Y-- 
,ffyf(f)f-’ <n,=;1,(-.4). (9) 
This ensures, for example, that, for any ug in X, there exists a unique 
solution u(x, t) of (IVP) and that 
(indep. oft > 0). 
This implies that u(q, t) is bounded in C’,@(fi) (for t 2 6 > 0) for all 
0 < a < 1. In particular the orbit (u(e, t))t..+s i compact in X (for all 6 > 0). 
Of course U(X, t) defines a (nonlinear) semigroup u(., t) = S(t) uO. Finally, 
since the orbit is compact in X, by well-known results (see, for example, C. 
Dafermos 171) we have, denoting by w(uJ the w-limit set of (S(t) ZQ,)~~~, 
i.e., w(uJ = {u E X, 3, +n co u(., t,) +n u}, 
w(u,,) is a connected compact subset of X. (10) 
In addition, since we have a Lyapunov function, namely, 
J(u)= [ + puj* -F(n)dx 
‘R 
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where F(t) = Jif(s) ds, we have 
4%) = s; “-0 at t-b+00 in C1*n(fi(O < a < 1). (12) 
Now applying Corollary 1.1, we see that only three possibilities may 
happen: (i) w(uO) c S, or (ii) w(u,) c S, or (iii) o(uO) c S- . It is then 
natural to introduce the three sets (which are disjoint) 
1, = {u, E XT 4$J = s, j 
I- = (u, f x, o(uJ c s-} 
1, = {&I E x, 4qJ = So}; 
we just explained why we have X = I+ U I, U I-. 
We will denote by B(u,, E) c {u E X, ]/u - U& < ~1. Our main result 
concerning the asymptotic behaviour of (IVP) is the following: 
THEOREM II. 1. Under assumption (9) and iff E C*(R) we have: 
(i) I+ VI, contains an open dense set. 
(ii) For all u0 in I+ VI,, w(uJ is a singleton. 
(iii) If u0 E I_, there exists E > 0 such that 
vu E B(q), E), 0 2 0, u&u,*w(u)=(M”jcS+uS, (13) 
where u + = m + (w), VW E ~(24~): 
vu E B(u,, 81, u<:u,, u~uu,*o(u)=(u-}cs+us* (14) 
where u- = m-(w), tlw E o(iO). 
In particular ifv E B(u,, E), v > u,, on v < u,, u f u,, then v E I+ VI,. 
Remark 11.1. Remark first that in view of Remark I.2 and assumption 
(9), m’ and m- are defined on S and are constant on each connected 
component of S _ ; and thus m + , m _ are constant on o(uO) since w(u,) is 
connected (for ZQ, E ZL) x U. 
Remark 11.2. The fact that o(uO) is a singleton for u0 in I, can be 
deduced from the fact that by part (ii) of Theorem I.1 w(uO) is a C’-curve 
and from general results on dynamical systems of J. K. Hale and P. Massalt 
[lo]. However, we give a different proof which is a trivial consequence of the 
fact that o(u,,) is totally ordered. 
Remark 11.3. The above result shows in particular that, generically in X, 
S(t) &, -‘tea u E S, U S, (that is, a solution of (SP) such that 
4(--A -f’(u)) 2 0). 
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~e~urk 11.4. The above result is still valid if we replace W;@(0) by 
C#) or C@) or the subspace E of C,(fi) defined by E = Un>o A[--& i-61, 
where S(X) = dist(x, &X2) and where [u, u] = (w E C,@), u < w < v}, and E 
is equipped with the order unit norm //u /] = inf(/l > O/-R6 < u ,< 26) (E with 
this norm is a Banach space-for more detils, see H. Amann [2]). 
Remark 11.5. Similar results hold for genera1 self-adjoint uniformly 
elliptic second-order operators, for general nonlinearities of the form S(x, t), 
and for general boundary conditions preserving the maximum principle. 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 11.1, we mention the following 
standard comparison principle: let u0 < uO, u,, $ v0 then for all t > 0 we have 
S(t) uo(x) < S(t) u,(x) in fin, L (W)~ %I > -g W) %I on aJ2. 
Proof of (ii). Because of (10) and of part (i) of Theorem 1.1, then it is 
trivial that w(uO) is a singleton if u0 E I,. Next, let u0 E I,, o(uJ is a 
compact connected set cSO, thus w(uJ is totally ordered. If o(uJ is not a 
singleton, there exist u,, uz?1 uj in w(uO) such that U, < uz < uJ in Q, 
Wn)(u,> > W~~>W > G!D~>@4 on a.f2. Since U, E o(uJ, there exists 
(tJn such that u(x, f,J --+,2,(x) in C’(6). Therefore for n large enough, we 
have U(X, t,) < U*(X) in a. And this gives U(X, t) < s(t - t,) U*(X) = u,(x), 
for t > t,. And this contradicts the fact that uj E o(u,,). 
Proof of (iii). We will only prove the part concerning (13). Let u,, E I,,, 
we recall a few results proved in P. L. Lions [ 131: for c large enough we have 
3a > 0, AI(--A -f’(u(., t))) < -a < 0 (15) 
(this is tue for “t = +co” since w(u,J c S-, and by continuity this remains 
true for 1 large). 
Let 0,(x, t) be a normaiized eigenfunction of 
i 
-Au, =f’(u(x, t)) u, + a,(t) u, in fi 
2)1 E C’@), v,>O ina, v, =0 on 8Q, ]UIiLZcR)= 1
(and thus by ( i5), Iz, (t) < -a < 0). 
In 1131, it is proved that (8/&)(n,(t))-+,,+,O, (8/kV)(u,(x,t))-,,,O in 
C’(n). Then we have for E > 0 
; (u + EU,) - A(u -t- cul) =f(u) +f’(u) EU, + A,wl + E ($ ul) 
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and for E small enough we deduce 
Since for t large enough (a/at)(v,) < (a/2) v, in fin, we obtain finally 
3&o > 0, 3T, > 0 such that for E E IO, co], 
for t > To we have: (16) 
~(U+EU~)-~(U+EU~)~S(~+EV~) in R. 
Remark that we also have 
3C>y>O such that yS(x) < 0,(x, t) < C&x) in fi (17) 
(recall that 6(x) = dist(x, an)). 
Next, set U+ = m+(w) (VW E o(u,,), we already showed that m, is 
constant on o(q)-see Remark 11.1 above). A simple continuity argument 
shows that there exists T > 0, v > 0 such that 
u(x, T) + d(x) < u + (x) in fin. 
Next let E be such that, for v E B(u,, E), S(T) u < u+ in J? (use the 
continuity of the map S(T) from X into C’(a)). 
We now take u E B(u,, E), v > u,,, v f r.+, and we are going to prove that 
w> v +/-too u +. From the choice of E above we surely have w < u ‘, w E S, 
VW E w(v). From the definition of u ‘, it just remains to prove that if 
w E w(u) then there exists GE w(uJ such that w > u’, w f u”. And this will be 
achieved with the help of (16~( 17). Indeed, we have 
W-o) 4~) > Wo) uo(x) in Q, 
$ NT,) ~1-c ; VW”,) ~0) on LM2, 
and thus there exists E small enough such that 
W,,) u > W,,) uo + EU~(X, To> in fi. 
Next, because of (16) this yields 
S(t) u(x) > u(x, t) + m,(x, t) in fin, for t > To; 
or in view of (17) 
S(t) u(x) > u(x, t) + qd(x), in fin, for t> To. 
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Now it is easy to condude, since if ,S(t,) u +n w E U(U), there exists a subse- 
quence t,, such that u(,, t,() +n, CE w(uJ and we have 
w > u”+ Eyd in f2; 
thus w f. u’ and since we already know w ,< u ’ = m ‘(u”), we conclude from 
the definition of m+ :w=m+(u”)=ut. 
Proof of(i). First, let us remark that it is well known that I, is an open 
set (see, for example, D. Henry [ 111). To prove (i), we are going to exhibit, 
for each u0 in X, an open set OVO such that (i) 0,” c I, Uf,, (ii) U, E o,,. 
Indeed if u0 E I,, we take 0,0 = I,. Next, if u,, E I.. , we have just seen 
that there exists E > 0 such that 
\JVEX, u() < v < ug + Fd => u(v) = (u + } 
We then define 
(=im+(w>), VW E 4~~)). 
Obviously ug f OX, and for all v in O,, w(u) = {u’ [ c S, US, and thus 
ZJ E I, U I,. Finally, if U, E f,, two cases are possible. 
1st case. 31, +n no, v, > uO, v, E I-. In this case we define 
ouo = 0 0,‘” (O,, has been defined above). 
n 
Thus O,,, c I, VI,, and u0 = lim, U, E bUO. 
2nd case. 3~~0, Vv E B(u,, so), n > uO, v f u0 * u E I+ U I,. We then 
define 
and we conclude. 
Remark II.6 (i) Let S, = (uj, 1 Q<N] (N< +-co), and we may 
define Z< = { ug E X/w(u,) = {uji). Then it is quite obvious to show that Z$ 
are the connected components of I+ (and thus are open). 
(ii) Let S = U - i<j<M cj CM< +m)* where Cj are the connected 
components of S- , and we may define 
It is also easy to show that I”_ are the connected components of I- and that 
for all u0 E I!. , there exists F > 0 such that 
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where a,? is the minimum solution of (SP) above any element of Cj and u,: 
is the maximum solution of (SP) below any element of Cj (and ujt, 
u,: E s, LJ S,). 
III. VARIANTS AND EXTENSIONS 
III. 1. Unbounded Nonlinearities 
If we no longer assume (9), the solution may not exist for all time. One 
way to get rid of this difficulty is to restrict our attention to an invariant 
domain K such that for any u,, E K, the solution of (IVP) exists for all t > 0 
and remains bounded as t + 0~). Then Theorem II.1 remains valid for u0 in K 
(and for the relative topology of K in X). 
Let us give two natural examples: 
(i) K= {uoEX/u(-,t) exists for all t > 0, I/u(., t)ll,,a, < C(u,) 
Vt > 0) (remark that K # 0 if and only if S # a), 
(ii) K= {u,EX/_u<u,<ZCin fin), 
where _u, ii are sub- and supersolutions of (SP) that are satisfying 
i 
-A_u <f@) in Q, -Ak>f(C) in Q 
_u, 22 E c’(a), _u<U in fi, _u<O<U on X?. 
(18) 
In these two cases we define 
1, = jut, E W4d = S, 1 
I- = {u, E K/o+,) c S- } 
I, = {u. E K/w(q) c S,}. 
We then have: 
THEOREM 111.1. Let fE C*(R) and let K be defined by (i) or (ii), we 
have: 
(i) There exists an open set 0 such that 0 n K c I+ U Z,, , 0 n K = K. 
(ii) For all u,, in I+ UZ,,, W(ZQ,) is a singleton. 
(iii) If u0 E I-, there exists E > 0 such that 
Vu E B(u,, E) n K, V>U,, vfu,~w(v)={u+}cS+uS, (13’) 
where u + = m+(w), VW E o(u,); 
VvEB(u,,E)nK, VGUO, ufu,*o(v)={u-}cS+US, (14’) 
where u ~ = m-(w), VW E w(uJ. 
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In particular if v EB(u,, E)(?K, v >u, or v < tr,, v f lie then 
v EI, WI,. 
Remark III. 1. The proof of this result is totally identical to that of 
Theorem El. We just need to remark that if K is given by (i) and if there 
exist ug E I-, zi E K such that Y > uO, v + q, then Mt (w) is not empty on 
the connected ~ornpone~~ of S- containing ~~t(tlJ. 
Re~nurk 111.2. In some sense, the above result contains the results of P. 
L. Lions [13] (except some geometrical descriptions heavily dependent on 
the convexity of the nonlinearity f assumed in (131). 
Remark 112.3. Most of the remarks made in the preceding section are 
still valid here (with some obvious adaptations). 
111.2. Iterative Schemes 
To simplify, we will consider the case of a nouIinearity satisfying (9) and 
we will assume in addition that we have 
fW + K$ is nondecreasing for t > 0. (19) 
We consider the asymptotic behaviour of iterative schemes like q, f X and 
Wtf, 1 is defined by 
--dn, -I- Ku, =f(U,- 1) + Ku,- 8 in f2, 
u, E C”(iq, 24, = 0 on a2. 
WI 
From (9)9 it is easy to deduce that u, is bounded in L”O(fE) and thus in 
CyG) (0 < a < 1). 
Now, if K & K, we have, multiplying (20) by u, - u,- , and integrating by 
parts over f2, 
= a(S(u,-i)tIYU,l-~)(Un-un-if J 
and because of (13>, this is less than 
{recall that F(t) = jkf(s) ds). On the other hand, since we have 
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i Du, . Du,-~ + Ku,u,-~ dx R 
=- :j IDu,l’+Ku:dx+fj IDu,J’+Kuf,~,dx 
R R 
- f i ID(u,, - u,-~)J* + K(u, -q-J* dx R 
we finally obtain, if K > K,,, 
G-f ID@,-uU,J2+K(u,-uU,-,)*dx I R 
and this enables us to show that U, - u,-, +n 0 in Czqa(fi) (0 < a < 1). 
Therefore, if we denote by O(ZQ,) the set of limit points of the sequence 
@4n, 13 we have 
o(u,,) is a compact, connected set, contained in S. (21) 
Therefore we may define again 
I+ = 1uo/4uo) = s+ 13 I- = { u&o(uJ c s- }, 1” = ~uol4uo> c so 1. 
Of course I,, I-, I, are disjoint and I+ U I- U ZJ. 
Then. we have: 
THEOREM 111.2. Under assumptions (9), (19) and if K > K,, then we 
have: 
(i) I+ U I, contains an open dense set. 
(ii) For all u0 in I+ U I,, w(uO) z’s a singleton. 
(iii) If u0 E I-, there exists E > 0 such that 
vu E B(4), E), v >u,, vfU,~w(v)=(U+}cS+uS, (13) 
where uf = m+(w), VW E o(u,); 
vv E qu,, E), v < uo, vfuo=xW(V)= {UP}cS+US, (14) 
where u - = m (w), VW E o(uo). 
In particular ~fv E B(u,, E), v > u. or v < uo, v & u. then v E I+ VI,. 
The proof of this result is identical to that of Theorem II.1 and we will 
skip it. In addition, all remarks made in the preceding sections are still valid 
with some obvious modifications. 
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IV. ON THE VARIOUS STABILITY NOTIONS 
We consider again in this section the initial value problem (IVP) and (SP) 
is the associated stationary problem. To simplify we will assumefE C*(R). 
Let us recall that we denote by J the following functional: 
J(v) = j-Q $ /Vu/* -F(v) dx 
where F(f) = f&j(s) ds (t E R). 
We first give a few definitions: 
DEFINITIONS. Let u be a solution of (SP). 
(1) u is said to be stable (resp. from above, resp. from below) if for all 
E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that for all u E X, 11 u - u// < 6 (resp. 0 3 U, 
resp. u < U) then the solution v(x, t) of (1%‘) with v as initial condition 
exists for all t > 0 and 
/j v(t) - u/l -c E. 
(2) u is said to be strongly stable (resp. from above, resp. from below) 
if in addition to the property above we have v(x, t) -+$++ a3 u(x) in X. 
(3) u is said to be a local minimum of J from above (resp. from 
below) if there exists E > 0 such that for all u E X, )I u - u I{ < E, u > u in fi 
(resp. u < u in fin) we have J(u) > J(U). In a similar way one defines local 
strict minima of J from above or below. 
Recant IV.1. From the fact that solutions of (IVP) preserve order it is 
clear that u is (strongly) stable if and only if u is (strongly) stable from 
below and from above. 
Before inspecting the various relations between the above notions, let us 
mention a few easy properties. We denote by 6, the solution of -A& = 1 in 
0, 6, = 0 on &Z2. 
PROPOSITION IV.l. Let u be a solution of (SP). 
(i) u is stable from above if and on& if for all E > 0, there exists 
r > 0 such that (IVP) is solved for all t > 0 if u0 = u + &, and 
vu E w(u + qd,), v < u + E& in 5. 
(ii) If there exists a sequence (u,),~, of supersolutions of (SP), i.e., 
-Au, > f (a,) in G?‘(f2), u,EX 
such that u, > u in a, u, f u, u, --ln u in X; then u is stable from above. 
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(iii) If _u, i2 are respectively, sub- and supersolutions of (SP) (without 
being solutions of (SP)) and if _u < c in f2 then the minimum element (rap. 
the m~~rnurn element) of S in the set (v E X, g & v < u in f?] is strongly 
stable from below (resp. strongly stable from above). 
(6) If u E w(v), u < v in d (resp u > v in fi), u & v then u is strongly 
stable from above (resp. from below). 
(v) rf UE S_ and if m+(u) (resp. m-(u)) exists then m+(u) is 
strongly stable from bellow (resp. from above). 
Most of this proposition is well known so we will skip most of its proof: 
we will prove only claim (v). Indeed if u E S- and if v = m+(u) exists, we 
may apply Theorem III. 1 (taking _u = U, U = v) and we see that if w E X, 
u<w<v in athen S(t)w exists for all t>O and S(t)w-+v as t++co. 
This clearly shows that v is strongly stable from below. 
We now give an easy result which covers the relations between the various 
notions of stability (we could imagine). 
THEOREM IV.1. Let u be a solution of (SP). 
(i) if u E S, , then u is strongly stable. 
If u E S_ , then u is not stable from above nor from below. 
(ii) If u is strongly stable from above (resp. from below) then u is a 
local strict minimu of J from above (resp. from below). In particular I$ u is 
strongly stable then u is a local strict minimum of J. 
(iii) If u is a local minimum of Jfrom above (resp. from below) and if 
for some n > 0 (resp. n < 0) the solution of (IVP) corresponding to u + r&, 
remains bounded for t > 0, then u is stable from above (resp. from below). 
(iv) If u is stable from above or below u E S, V S,. 
(v) u is stable from above (resp. from befow) if and only ty we have 
either that u is strongly stable from above (resp. from below) or that there 
exists a sequence (u,),>I in S distinct from u such that u, > u, + , > u in G 
(resp. u, < u ,+,<uinfi)andu,-t,uinX. 
If in addition we assume that u is isolated (resp. from above, resp. from 
below)---i.e., there exists E > 0 such that v E S, j/v - ~11 < E (resp. v > u in 
fi, resp. v < u in A?) implies v = u-then we have: 
(vi) u is stable (resp. from above, resp. from below) I$ and only tQ”u is 
a local (strict) minimum of J (resp. from above, resp. from below). 
Claim (i) is immediately deduced from Theorem 111.1, while claim (ii) is 
obvious given the fact that J is a Liapunov functional for (IVP). In addition 
(iv) is deduced from (i); (v) is an easy consequence of definitions and (vi) 
follows from (i)--(v). Therefore we will only prove (iii). 
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Proof of (iii). We first observe that we may assume that u is a local 
strict minimum from above since if it were not the case there would be a 
sequence U, of local minima of J converging to u and satisfying U, > u in fi, 
U, f U, and this would imply by property (ii) of Proposition IV.1 that u is 
stable from above. 
Thus for any E > 0, there exists a > 0 such that 
J(u) 2 J(u) + a if uEX, I/U--uII=E, u>u inR. 
Next,let6>ObesuchthatvEX,u>,u,(/v--]1<6<eimplies 
J(u) <J(u) + a/2. 
Since S(t) u is a connected curve in X and J(S(t) v) <J(v) for all t > 0, we 
deduce ]] S(t) u - u ]] < E for all t > 0 and we conclude. 
To conclude we given two short proofs of a powerful result due to Matano 
[ 1.51 (see also [6]): the first one is not very much different from Matano’s 
original one, but quite simpler by the convenient use of results obtained 
above. 
THEOREM IV.2. (Matano [ 151). Let _u, ti E X be respectively. sub- and 
super-solutions of (SP). We assume that _u < U in fi, _u f U and that if_u E S 
(resp. ziE S) then u is not stable from above (resp. from below). We denote 
by K = (v E K, _u < u < U in fi) and by S’ = {u E S n K, u is stable}. 
Then S’ is not empty and has a minimum and a maximum element in K. 
Proof. We first prove that S’ is not empty. To do so we introduce S; = 
(u E S n K, u is stable from above). We first remark that S: is not empty. 
Indeed for n large enough C - (l/n) 6, E K and by assumption there exists 
U, E w(U - (l/n) S,) such that 
u, < u in fi, u, f ii, un~un+1 in fin, u,+ifzi. 
From the strong maximum principle one deduces that for n large enough 
u’<G(l/n)6, and thus c=u n for n large enough. 
This implies obviously that u’ is strongly stable from above. 
Next, we set u(x) = inf{u(x)/tj E S’+) for x E fin. Since Sl, is clearly 
relatively compact in X, u E X and we claim that u E S; . A short proof is 
as follows: consider a minimizing sequence u, in Sk for the minimization 
problem 
inf 1 ves; 0 u(x) dx = A. 
505:53,+7 
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With u, we define by induction another sequence C,, satisfying zi,,+ , < U;, < U, 
inD,Cu;,ES;. 
u, A I,-,; 
Indeed we set C, = u, and if ri, _, is defined, we consider 5n = 
it is clear that v, is a supersolution of (SP) and u, > _u in 0. If 
v, E S then v, = u, or v, = zin-i and we set U;, = v,. If v, & S, then by (iii) 
of Proposition IV.1 there exists U;, stable from above satisfying 
! < cl < VII in a. 
Obviously, u, converges to some C E S 1’7 K, SD u’(x) dx = A and since U;, 
decreases we deduce zi E S; . Finally, if v E S’+ and v’= ~2 A v is distinct 
from U; by the same argument as above (remarking that J’, (v - C) dx > 0) 
we would build v^ E Sk satisfying v” < i7. Thus v’= zi and ~2 = u and we have 
proved that u lies in Sl, . 
Finally, we claim that u is also stable from below. Since we have u > u, 
u f _u, we see that for n large enough u - (l/n) 6, E K and therefore there 
exists u, E w(u - (l/u) a,,) satisfying _u < u,, < u,+ I < U in fi. Let us denote 
by u^ the limit of u,. If u = ~2, we conclude; on the other hand, if u^ < u, u^ f u 
we deduce from the strong maximum principle z.? < u - (l/n) 6, for n large 
enough and thus r.2 = U, for n large enough. This implies that z.2 is strongly 
stable from above and contradicts the definition of u. This completes the 
proof of the fact that S’ # 0. We conclude by remarking that if v E S’ then 
v E Sk and thus u being the minimum element of S; is obviously also the 
minimum element of S’. In a similar way one proves that w(x) = 
sup(v(x)/v E S\} for x E fi is the maximum element of S\ and of S’ 
(denoting obviously by SY = (u E S f7 K, u is stable from below}). 
As we said before the proof is adapted from the arguments of [ 1.5,6]. 
We now give a different (and shorter) proof using only the facts that u is 
not a local minimum of J from above (and I is not a local minimum of J 
from below). Indeed there exists u minimizing J over K : u E HA(Q) n 
Lm(Q). By standard results on variational inequalities u E l+“*‘(a) (p < co) 
and satisfies 
g<u<l.i in 0; -Au <f(u) on (x : u(x) = U(x)); 
-Au =f(u) on {x : g(x) < u(x) < zi(x)}; 
-Au >f(u) on {x : u(x) = g(x)). 
We now show that u E S: indeed if A = {x : u(x) = U(x)} has apositive 
measure, we have -Au = - AziaJ(zi) > -Au a.e. on A; and this shows 
-du =f(u) a.e. in A. This shows that u E S. Next u f _u and u & 21: indeed if 
u = _u, _u would be a local minimum of J from above and this is not possible. 
Therefore we proved that any minimum of J over K lies in i and thus in S: 
this yields that any such minimum is a local minimum of J and thus is stable 
in view of Theorem IV. 1. 
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To conclude let us mention that all the results given in this paper extend 
without change to cover equations like 
g -M(u) =f@> in BX(O,oo) 
u=O on flX(O,co), u(x, 0) = uo(x) in I? 
g - div I’ =f(u) in fJX(O,co) 
u=O on 0X(0,03), u(x,O)= uo(x) in 5 
provided essentially the equations are nondegenerate, for example, 
O<v</3’(t)<c for tER 
or 
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